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We have measured both the static and dynamic structure factors of a single dendrimer with
small-angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! and neutron spin-echo spectroscopy under good solvent
conditions with the aim of finding a consistent correlation between the structural properties of
dendrimers and their dynamic behavior. The samples under investigation were star-burst
polyamidoamine dendrimers with generationsg50 to 8 in dilute methanol solutions. A model
independent approach employing inverse Fourier transformation and square root deconvolution
methods has been used to analyze the SAXS data to obtain the pair distance distribution function
p(r ) and the radial excess electron density profileDr(r ). In addition, we formulated a model that
takes both the colloidal~globular, compact shape with form polydispersity or fuzzy surface! as well
as the loose, polymeric~self-avoiding random walk! character of dendrimers into account. With this
model we were able to describe the spectra of all dendrimer generations consistently. Parameters
discussed as a function of the dendrimer generation are, among others, the correlation length of the
density fluctuations~blob radius! j, the radius of gyrationRg , the sphere radiusRs , the form
polydispersity ss or analogously, the width of the fuzzy surface region 2s f . Both the
model-independent approach and the model fits reveal that at least down to the third generation the
dendrimers exhibit a rather compact, globular shape. These findings are in agreement with the
dynamic results obtained by NSE spectroscopy which probes length scales both larger and much
smaller than the dimension of a single dendrimer. The method reveals that the dynamics throughout
is dominated by the center-of-mass diffusion—the internal dynamics is suppressed. The diffusion
coefficients obtained are close to the values calculated from the Stokes–Einstein relation using the
sphere radiusRs determined from the SAXS spectra. Dynamically, the dendrimers behave like
‘‘hard’’, solid spheres. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1493771#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Star-burst dendrimers represent a class of well-defin
highly branched macromolecules. They are built from a c
tral multifunctional core to which multifunctional monome
are added via a protection–deprotection mechanism. T
procedure leads to a regular, tree-like structure. The d
drimer structure is defined by the functionality of the coref ,
the functionality of the spacer unitsm, and the number of
generationsg.

The structural properties of dendrimers have been c
troversial since they were first synthesized by Tomaliaet al.1

in 1985. The massM of a dendrimer grows exponentially a
a function of the generation and much faster than the av
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able volume. This fact raises the question of whether
dendrons, tree-like branches stemming from the central c
are highly stretched to increase the available volume o
there is significant backfolding of the terminal segments
the center of the dendrimer. In the first case one would
pect a ‘‘hole’’ in the radial segment density distribution at t
dendrimer core, whereas the latter would imply a dense c
with a smoothly decreasing segment density with increas
distance from the dendrimer core.

Small-angle scattering experiments with neutro
~SANS! and x rays~SAXS! are suitable to obtain informa
tion on the internal structure and overall shape of dendr
ers, such as the fractal dimensiondf , the distribution of
chain ends, and the radial density profile, and are there
very valuable to validate results obtained from compu
simulations. Fractal dimensions of dendrimers have b
il:
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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evaluated by Murat and Grest2 using molecular dynamics
simulations as well as by Mansfield3,4 with Monte Carlo
methods. Murat and Grest have foundM}Rg

df with df'3
for all generations, with slight deviations occurring only f
g51 andg52. A fractal dimension ofdf53 indicates that
the dendrimers present compact, space-filling structures
the other hand, a scaling behavior betweendf52.76 for g
59 down todf52.45 forg56 obtained by Mansfield would
suggest a transition to a looser, more polymeric-like struct
with decreasing generation. SANS and SAXS experime
measuring the generation dependence ofRg for PAMAM5

and poly~propyleneimine! dendrimers6 seem to support the
M;Rg

3 scaling behavior.
Most computer simulations seem to agree that the e

groups of a dendrimer are distributed throughout
molecule2,3,7–9and are not located predominantly on the o
side of the dendrimer, as was postulated by the theory o
Gennes and Hervet.10 Toppet al.11 however, concluded from
SANS experiments on partially labeled dendrimers and
fact that the radius of gyration of the terminal groupsRg,T

was larger thanRg of the entireg57 dendrimer that the
endgroups were concentrated near the periphery of the
drimer. Lyulin et al.12,13 later showed that the radius of gy
ration is not a safe measure of the location of terminal un
since distribution functions withRg,T>Rg can be con-
structed where most of the endgroups are located within
interior of the dendrimer. In accordance with the concept
backfolding of terminal groups, most simulations suppor
radial segment density profile having a maximum at the c
with a monotonic decrease to the edge,7,8 except for a slight
local minimum at small radial distances.2,3 The notion of a
monotonically decreasing density profile forg54 and g
55 dendrimers is supported by SANS experiments by B
lauff and co-workers14,15 using contrast variation method
The authors described their SANS spectra by assumin
Gaussian distribution for the segment density profile. D
sity profiles obtained by IFT and SQDEC-methods fro
SAXS data by Prosaet al.16 decrease monotonically fromg
510 tog57. For lower generations~from g56 to g52! the
density profiles display local minima in the periphery whic
in the interpretation of the authors, result from a polydisp
sity of shapes and sizes.

The same authors16 also concluded from their SAXS
data that a geometry change occurs in dendrimers with
creasing generation number. A gradual transition in theq
dependence of the data at high scattering vectors, from aq24

power-law behavior forg510, which would be typical for a
dense spherical object with smooth surface, to a q25/3 power-
law behavior forg53, which would be characteristic for
loose polymeric structure under good solvent condition, w
taken as the basis for this conclusion. Accordingly, the fo
factors lose more features in the high-q region, e.g., hig
order maxima. The authors claimed that their observati
were in qualitative agreement with simulation results fro
Mansfield,3,4,17who, however, observed aq21/2 behavior~u-
condition! at high q values also for high-generatio
dendrimers.

In our opinion, the previously reported work is not t
tally consistent and requires a more detailed analysis.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cause the comprehensive understanding of the static pro
ties is essential for the interpretation of the dendrim
dynamics, we will present in Sec. IV A a detailed discuss
of our static measurements and results.

Our work on the dynamic properties of dendrimers w
motivated by the extensive studies of Richteret al.18–20 on
the dynamics of star polymers, which represent another c
of highly branched macromolecules. The authors show
that for these systems the internal dynamics reflects the
polymer architecture. Recent theoretical work indicates t
this should also be true for dendritic polymers.21,22 The aim
of this work is to find a consistent correlation between t
structure of the dendrimers and their dynamic behavior.

Richter and co-workers found that low-functionali
stars show the same behavior as linear homopolymers
simple transition from diffusional dynamics at lowq values
to Zimm dynamics at highq values is observed. In contras
for high-functionality stars, the authors found a pronounc
minimum in the reduced relaxation ratesV/q3 on the same
length scales 2p/q!, where the structure factor exhibits
maximum in Kratky representation. Since the reduced li
width scales with the scaling variableqRg,a ~Rg,a5radius of
gyration of one arm! in the same way as the form facto
Richter et al. draw an analogy to the phenomenon of
Gennes narrowing in the case of liquids, where the struc
factor S(q) renormalizes the intrinsic relaxation rate of th
density fluctuationsV to an effective rateVeff5V/S(q).
Whereas de Gennes narrowing denotes a collective phen
enon involving different particles, the effect described abo
occurs for the density fluctuations within one entity, ho
ever, containing a large number of monomeric segments

For dendrimers of various branching topology, loc
stiffness, and different generations, La Ferla21 and Ganazzoli
et al.22 calculated the dynamic structure factor in the fram
work of the Rouse–Zimm theory. Compared to star po
mers, the model predicts an even deeper local minimum
cated atqRg'2.08 for the reduced relaxation rate, except
dendrimers with high local stiffness. In contrast to the fin
ings for star polymers, the depth and the width of the mi
mum decreases with increasing stiffness. High local stiffn
would prevent a space-filling arrangement in the dendrim
interior and thus reduce the screening of the hydrodyna
interaction.

This paper is outlined as follows: In Sec. II A we give
short theoretical introduction to the first cumulant evaluat
and summarize the most important equations necessary
the evaluation of the dynamic NSE data. In Secs. II B 1 a
II B 2 we would like to give a short introduction to the in
verse Fourier transformation~IFT! and square root deconvo
lution ~SQDEC! methods developed by Glatter.23 A compre-
hensive introduction to the model we formulated for t
analysis of the static SAXS data is given in Sec. II C. Sect
III describes the samples and summarizes the experime
conditions for the SAXS and NSE experiments. In Sec. IV
the static SAXS results are presented and discussed with
emphasis on putting the structural characteristics of the d
drimers in relation to those of low- and high-functionali
stars. In Sec. IV B the dynamic NSE results are shown
the relation between the structural and dynamical proper
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the dendrimers and the differences from previous res
on high-functionality stars are discussed. The major con
sions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. NSE—First cumulant evaluation

Neutron spin-echo spectroscopy measures the cohe
intermediate structure factorS(q,t) on length scales wher
we are able to resolve not only the diffusion of the over
dendrimer but also internal relaxation processes. Since
plicit theoretical predictions for the dynamic structure fac
of a dendrimer in dilute solution are still missing, we discu
our data using a first cumulant approach, which is discus
in more detail in Ref. 24. In the framework of linear respon
theory, the time development of the density vectorr(q,t)
satisfies the condition

]rI ~q,t !

]t
52L= rI ~q,t !, ~1!

whereL= is a real, linear, and time-independent operator a
ing on the position vectors of all segments in the soluti
From this general equation, via a Mori–Zwanzig projecti
formalism, a generalized Langevin equation can be deriv
i.e.,

]rI ~q,t !

]t
52V= ~q!rI ~q,t !1E

0

t

du F= ~q,t2u!rI ~q,u!

1 fI ~ t !, ~2!

where fI (t) denotes the random Langevin forces acting fro
the surrounding medium, which is considered as a heat
acting on each segment. The memory matrixF= (q,t) takes
the viscoelastic properties of the medium into account,
the so-called relaxation frequency or mobility matrixV= (q)
describes the~short-time! elastic response. Multiplying Eq
~2! from the right withrI !(q,0) and taking equilibrium aver
ages finally leads to the equation for the dynamic struct
factor S= (q,t)5^rI (q,t)rI !(q,0)&

]S= ~q,t !

]t
52V= ~q!S= ~q,t !1E

0

t

duF= ~q,t2u!S= ~q,u!. ~3!

For short times memory effects~second term! can be disre-
garded, leading to a decoupled linear differential equat
system forS= (q,t), that can easily be solved. For a on
component system, such as a fully protonated dendrime
deuterated solvent~the solvent can be eliminated by the i
compressibility condition!, the short-time decay of the NS
signal should follow a simple single-exponential decay

dS~q,t !

dt
52V~q!S~q,t !

⇒S~q,t !5S~q,t50! exp@2V~q!t#. ~4!

Only the static properties of the system enter the calcula
of the first cumulant

V~q!5
kBTq2m~q!

S~q,0!
,
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with m~q!5
^rI ~q,0! L= rI !~q,0!&

kBTq2 , ~5!

where m(q) is the so-called generalized mobility. In th
framework of the random phase approximation~RPA! m(q)
or V(q) can be determined, but assumptions about the
tailed interaction between segments must be made.24

The Zimm model takes hydrodynamic interaction b
tween the segments via the flow field of the surround
solvent into account. The generalized mobility can be writ
as

m~q!5
( l ,m

N ^qI D= lmqI exp~2 iqI rI lm!&
kBTq2 ,

with D= lm5
kBT

z
d lm1~12d lm!T= lm , ~6!

whereN denotes the number of segments andz is the local
friction coefficient. The Oseen tensorT= lm describes a flow
field, the strength of which decays slowly with the inverse
the distance between two segments, leading to a strong
pling of the dynamics of different segments. It was shown
Burchard et al.25 that for Zimm dynamics the generalize
mobility can be expressed to high accuracy by the sum o
hydrodynamically preaveraged termmpre(q)}( l ,m

N ^qI D= lmqI &
3^exp(2iqIrIlm)& and a correction termDm(q)

mpre~q!5
1

3p2hs
E

0

`

S~Aq21u2! du, ~7!

Dm~q!5
q2

30p2hs
E

0

`

u22@S~A0.72q2!

2S~A0.72q21u2!# du, ~8!

wherehs is the solvent viscosity.
In case of noninteracting segments undergoingRouse re-

laxation, according to Eq.~6! we obtainD= lm5(kBT/z) d lm

and the mobility is then simply given bym5N/z. As a con-
sequence of the local character of the friction, the mobi
does not depend onq. For the first cumulantVR we derive
with Eq. ~5! and the limits of the static structure factor~1!
S(q)'N2 for q!Rg

21 and ~2! S(q)'12N(ql)22 for l 21

@q@Rg
21

~1! VR~q!5q2DR5q2
kBT

Nz
for q!Rg

21,

~9!

~2! VR~q!5
kBT

12

l 2

z
q4 for l 21@q@Rg

21 ,

with l being the segment length andDR the Rouse center-of
mass diffusion coefficient. The relaxation rate increases w
q4 for segmental relaxation and withq2 for simple center-of-
mass diffusion.

As a result of the long-range interaction in the case
Zimm dynamics, the mobility is now a function of the scat
tering vector. The high-q limits for the static structure facto
are given by~a! S(q)'12N(ql)22 for the u-condition and
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4050 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Rathgeber et al.
~b! S(q)}(ql)21/n with the Flory–Huggins parametern
53/5 for good solvent conditions. Insertion into Eq.~7!
leads to

~a! mZu
pre~q!5

2

p

N

hsl
2 q21 for u-solvent, and

~10!

~b! mZg
pre~q!}

1

hsl
5/3q22/3 for good solvent

for the q-dependent mobilities. The corresponding first c
mulantsVZ now read

~a! VZu~q!5
1

6p

kBT

hs
q3 for u-solvent, and

~11!

~b! VZg~q!50.071
kBT

hs
q3 for good solvent.

The relaxation rates increase withq3 for segmental relax-
ation. Not preaveraging the Oseen tensor just leads
renormalization of the prefactors from 1/(6p)'0.053 to
0.063 and from 0.071 to 0.079 foru-and good solvent con
ditions, respectively.26,27 Independent of the solvent quality
the q3 dependence is preserved.

For the Zimm center-of-mass diffusion coefficientsDZ ,
the following expressions

~a! DZu50.192
kBT

hsRE
for u-solvent, and

~12!

~b! DZg50.203
kBT

hsRE
for good solvent

can be derived, whereRE is the end-to-end distance.28

Practical fitting of the NSE spectra involvesV as the
only parameter. By fitting the data for eachq value sepa-
rately, the relaxation rates or relaxation times (t5V21) can
be determined as a function of the scattering vector
equivalent as a function of the length scaler 52p/q.

B. SAXS—Model independent approach

In this paper we analyze our small-angle x-ray~SAXS!
data via amodel-independentapproach as well as bydirect
modeling. The latter will be presented in Sec. II C. Th
model-independent evaluation involves an indirect Fou
transformation~IFT!, which provides the pair distance distr
bution functionp(r ), or, equivalently the correlation func
tion g(r )5r 12dimp(r ), where dim defines the type of sym
metry ~dim51 lamellar, dim52 cylindrical, anddim53
spherical!. Assuming spherical symmetry of the scatteri
objects in a subsequent step via a square-root deconvolu
~SQDEC! of p(r ), the radial excess electron density dist
bution Dr(r ) can be derived.

1. Inverse Fourier transformation (IFT)

The intensityI exp(q)54 measured in a SANS or SAXS
experiment is given by the Fourier transform of the pair d
tance distribution functionp(r )

I exp~q!54pE
0

`

p~r !
sin~qr !

qr
dr. ~13!
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Due to the finite experimental range of scattering vectors,
potentially significant influence of instrumental smearing
fects, and insufficiently corrected background scattering,
not possible to derivep(r ) by direct inverse Fourier trans
formation. We therefore applied an IFT method first intr
duced by Glatter.23 The theoretical aspects of this metho
and its experimental applications are discuss
elsewhere.23,29–31From the approximated pair distance di
tribution functionpIFT(r ), the radius of gyration

Rg
25

*0
`pIFT~r !r 2 dr

2*0
`pIFT~r !dr

, ~14!

and the forward scattering intensity

I IFT~q50!54pE
0

`

pIFT~r !dr, ~15!

can be calculated. In particular, we used theIFT program of
Pedersen for the calculation ofpIFT(r ) from our SAXS
data.30

From the sampling theorem,32 predictions can be mad
about the minimal and maximal length scale,Dr IFT and
Dmax, that can be resolved in real space by indirect Fou
transformation of a small-angle scattering data set. For a
of P data points at scattering vectors with values betwe
qmin<q<qmax and a step width ofDq, we derive the condi-
tions

Dmax<
p

Dq
or Dmax<

p

qmin
, ~16!

Dr IFT5
p

PDq
or Dr IFT5

p

qmax
. ~17!

In our SAXS experiment notDq55.531023 nm21 but
qmin50.08 nm21 andqmax53.5 nm21 ~see Sec. III B! are the
limiting factors leading to an upper and lower resoluti
limit of Dmax539 nm andDr IFT50.9 nm, respectively. For
the calculation ofp(r ) the program routine requires an es
mation of the maximum particle dimensionD. Müller and
Glatter31 have shown that an overestimation of the true p
ticle dimension does not lead to significant changes inp(r ).
We obtained stable results by settingD up to 43Rg , which
gives D'16 nm for the g58 PAMAM dendrimer. This
value clearly lies below the theoretical upper resolution lim
Dmax of the IFT method. The value forDr IFT obtained from
Eq. ~17! underestimates the lower resolution limit. Extensi
tests indicate that the resolution is better estimated by
relationDr IFT'1/qmax, which would result in a resolution o
about'0.3 nm for our particular case.30

2. Square-root deconvolution method (SQDEC)

The radial excess scattering length or electron den
distribution Dr(r ) ~scattering length or electron density o
the polymer with respect to the solvent! is related to the pair
distance distribution function by

p~r !5r 2E
2`

`

Dr~x!Dr~x2r !dx, ~18!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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wherer is the distance from the center of spherical symm
try (dim53). In practice, statistical and systematic erro
etc. will make a direct deconvolution impossibl
DrSQDEC(r ) can be obtained frompIFT(r ) via an ~indirect!
square-root deconvolution routine introduced by Glatte33

This procedure is similar to the IFT method, except that
resulting equations are nonlinear and have to be solved it
tively.

In particular, we used theSQDEC program of Pedersen
for the deduction ofDrSQDEC(r ) from pIFT(r ).30 The pro-
gram follows the procedures described below and is
cussed more extensively in Refs. 29–31 and 33–35.
density distribution is approximated by a series ofM equi-
distant box functionsBm

0 (r ) ~zeroth-order spline functions!

DrSQDEC~r !5 (
m51

M

bmBm
0 ~r ! for 0<r<Rmax

~19!
50 for r .Rmax,

where bm denotes the constant excess electron~scattering
length! density in each shell andRmax is an estimate for the
maximal particle radius. Insertion into Eq.~18! leads to

pSQDEC5 (
m51

M

Vmm~r !bm
2 12 (

m.n
Vmn~r !bmbn ,

since Vnm~r !5Vmn~r !. ~20!

The overlap integralsVnm(r ) that give the overlap of themth
andnth box function as a function of a displacementr also
contain the symmetry-dependent factorsr dim21. The SQ-
DEC method applied here assumes spherical symmetr
which case analytical expressions can be obtained
Vnm(r ). It has been shown by Glatter33,35 that the SQDEC
gives reasonable results even in the case of small devia
from spherical symmetry. The nonlinear set of equations
bm is defined by the optimizing condition (x21lNc)5min
with

x25(
i 51

P8 @pSQDEC~r i !2pIFT~r i !#
2

s i
2 , ~21!

and the constraint

Nc5 (
m51

M21

@bm112bm#2,

whereP8 is the number of discrete data points ofpIFT(r i)
each having a standard errors i . The optimal value of the
Lagrangian multiplierl is determined by a discrepanc
criterion.30

We obtainDr(r ) in absolute units with the condition

(
m51

M

bmVm5
VW

NA
Dr, ~22!

where theVm are volumes of spherical shells of thickne
Dr SQDEC5Rmax/M determined by the number of box func
tions M used in the deconvolution procedure. The sum o
all productsVmbm should be equal to the product of th
polymer volumeVW determined from the forward scatterin
intensity@Eq. ~15!# and the theoretical excess electron~scat-
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tering length! densityDr. The shell thicknessDr SQDEC de-
termines the resolution of the method in real space. T
maximal number of box functions used in the program
Pedersen isM540. With the estimated maximal radiusRmax

~required as an input parameter! set to 1.53Rg , this would
lead to a spatial resolution ofDr SQDEC50.15 nm for theg
58 dendrimer, a value smaller than the resolution of the I
method. In practice, we usedM<20 box functions so tha
Dr SQDEC'Dr IFT'0.3 nm was always satisfied for all den
drimer generations.

C. SAXS—Data modeling

1. Sphere with fuzzy shell and internal density
fluctuations

In the dendrimer scattering spectra, as for example p
ted in Fig. 1 for theg58 dendrimer, two different regime
can be clearly distinguished. At lowq values the scattering
appears to show the typical behavior expected for spher
objects with the occurrence of higher order maxima for
dendrimers with generationg>6. In the high-q regime the
dendrimer form factorP(q) is dominated by a power-law
dependence originating from the density fluctuations
length scales smaller than the dimension of the dendrim
The scattering on length scales smaller than the correla
lengthj of the density fluctuations is analogous to that o
semidilute polymer solution and the exponent of the pow
law dependence can be derived from the Flory–Huggins
rametern. Within a so-called ‘‘blob’’, a spherical volume

FIG. 1. Comparison between the theoretical predictions calculated from
fuzzy sphere model with internal density fluctuations and the experime
SAXS spectrum~circles! obtained for theg58 PAMAM dendrimer. The
separate contribution of the blob scattering and the contribution of the o
all dendrimer shape~fuzzy sphere! to the total scattering are also shown.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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with radiusj, the dendrons have to be described as a s
avoiding random walk and excluded-volume interaction h
to be considered.36

Following a similar ansatz of Dozieret al.37 for high-
functionality stars, which has also, in a different modific
tion, been successfully applied to polymeric micelles,38 we
split the dendrimer form factor into the sum of two terms

P~q!5Pshape~q!1ab8 4pE
0

j̄
r 2 g~r !

sin~qr !

qr
dr, ~23!

whereab8 denotes the relative amplitude of the blob scatt
ing contribution. The first termPshape(q) denotes the form
factor most appropriate to describe the overall shape of
dendrimer~see below! and the second termPblob(q) repre-
sents the Fourier transform of the density correlation fu
tion g(r ) describing the density fluctuations on length sca
smaller than the blob radius. In the Daoud–Cotton modej
5j(r ) is expected to increase with increasing radial dista
from the center.36 However, in theq range of interest only
the largest, outermost blobs should give a significant con
bution to the scattering signal. Therefore, we neglect thr
dependence of the blob radius and replacej(r ) by an effec-
tive blob radiusj̄. Since the correlation function of the den
sity fluctuations is equal to zero for length scales larger t
the correlation lengthj̄, the integration in Eq.~23! is limited
to r<j̄. Taking the sum of both terms instead of their co
volution is strictly valid only if theq ranges of both scatter
ing contributions are clearly separated, allowing us to neg
interference terms. As a result of the density fluctuations,
center of mass of the dendrimer itself undergoes random
placements~Brownian diffusion! around a fixed origin. Fol-
lowing the model introduced by Beaucage,39 this can be
taken into account by substituting the scattering vectorq by
the reduced parameterq!

q!5
q

@erf~qRg /A6!#3
, ~24!

whereerf denotes the error function. In this way a ‘‘cutoff
of the power-law contribution to lowq values, where the
shape contribution should be dominant, is ensured~see Fig.
1!. According to the results of Daoud and Cotton36 for r

<j̄, the density correlation functiong(r ) is set to

g~r !}r m22, with m5n2121, ~25!

wheren is the Flory–Huggins parameter, which equals 3
for good solvent conditions, 1/2 foru-solvents and 2/3 in the
case that the dendrons are stretched. An analytical expres
for the blob scattering can be obtained by inserting a ‘‘c
off’’ factor exp(2r/j̄) into the integral of Eq.~23! and ex-
tending the integration to infinity. The blob scattering cont
bution to the dendrimer form factor then finally reads

Pblob~q!5
ab

mqb
!

sin@m tan21~qb
!!#

@11qb
!2#m/2 , ~26!

with qb
!5q!j̄ andab5ab8•4pm j̄m11 G(m), so thatPblob(q

→0)/ab51. G(m) denotes the gamma function.
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The relative amplitudeab of the blob scattering to the
amplitude of the contribution stemming from the over
shape can be considered in analogy to the s
macromolecules.40,41 Since there is no correlation betwee
segments belonging to different blobs, the scattering int
sity I (q51/j̄) on length scales of the effective blob radiu
arises from the incoherent superposition of the coherent s
tering from within the blobs:I (q51/j̄)'nb Nb

2 , wherenb

denotes the number of blobs in the dendrimer andNb is the
number of segments in one blob. In the limitq50 all con-
tributions add coherently, resulting in a total intensity
I (q50)'(nb Nb)25Nt

2, with Nt being the overall numbe
of segments in the dendrimer. The amplitudeab

5I (1/j̄)/I (0) is simply given by the ratio of the number o
scatterers in one blobNb to the total dendrimer segmen
numberNt

ab5
nbNb

2

Nt
2 5

Nb

Nt
,

with Nt5
f

m21
~mg1121!1152g1323, ~27!

wherem52 is the functionality of the branching unit,f 54
is the functionality of the core, andg is the generation of the
dendrimer.

From the reduced slope in the intermediateq region of
the dendrimer form factor~see Sec. IV A! we can predict that
the dendrimers are not perfectly spherical in shape. In p
ciple, we can imagine three different scenarios:~1! the den-
drimer morphology is ellipsoidal rather than spherical,
seen in some computer simulation studies;3,42 ~2! the den-
drimers are homogeneous spheres with a sharp edge but
a certain~Gaussian! polydispersity in the sphere radii and
last but not least~3! their density profile is constant in th
dense, homogeneous core region but decays smoo
~monotonically! to zero in a softer shell region~fuzzy edge!.

For a rotational ellipsoid with main axesRel , Rel and
eRel in Eq. ~23!, Pshape(q) has to be replaced by43

Pshape
el ~q,e,Rel!5E

0

p/2

Ps~q,r 8!sina da,

with r 85RelAsin2 a1e2 cos2 a, ~28!

and

Ps~q,r 8!5As~q,r 8!2

5
9

~qr8!6 @sin~qr8!2qr8 cos~qr8!#2. ~29!

For a sphere with radiusRs and Gaussian form polydisper
sity with standard deviationss , the normalized form factor
reads
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Pshape
s ~q,Rs ,ss!5A2

p

1

ss
F11erfS Rs

&ss
D G21

3E
0

`

Ps~q,r !expF2
~r 2Rs!

2

2ss
2 Gdr.

~30!

The integrations have been performed numerically.
Another model already successfully applied to polym

micelles describes the fuzzy, nonideal surface of a sphe
object by a convolution of a density profile of a homog
neous sphere with a Gaussian exp(2r2/sf

2). Since the Fourier
transform of a convolution product simply splits into th
product of the Fourier transform of the multipliers, we obta
a simple analytical expression for the normalized scatte
amplitude

Af s~q,Rf ,s f !5E
0

`

Dr~r !r 2
sin~qr !

qr
drY E

0

`

Dr~r !r 2 dr

5As~q,Rf !expS 2
q2s f

2

4 D , ~31!

and for the form factorPshape
f s (q,Rf ,s f)5Af s(q,Rf ,s f)

2.
Here, 2s f is a measure for the width of the soft shell regi
and Rf is the radius of an analogous homogeneous sph
with the same mass and core density~see the insert of Fig
5!. The pair distance distribution functionp(r ) and the seg-
ment density profileDr(r ) were obtained by numerical in
verse Fourier transformation of the form factorPf s(q) and of
the amplitudeAf s(q), respectively@see Eq.~31! and ~13!#.

In summary, we describe our static SAXS data with
form factor which is given by a sum of two contributions

~i! A term that takes the scattering stemming from the int
nal density fluctuations into account. The effective cor
lation length~blob radius! j̄ of these fluctuations and th
amplitudeab of the blob scattering relative to the sha
contribution are the adjustable parameters.

~ii ! The second term describes the overall shape of the
drimer. Here, we distinguish three cases.
~a! Polydisperse spheres with the sphere radiusRs and
the standard deviationss of the Gaussian form polydis
persity as free parameters.
~b! Rotational ellipsoids with the main axesRel , Rel and

e Rel . The fit parameters are the radius of gyrati
Rg5RelA(21e2)/5 and the aspect ratioe.

~c! The fuzzy edge model with the width 2s f of the
surface region and the radiusRf of the analogous,
homogeneous sphere with a sharp edge, the s
mass and same density in the core region as ad
able parameters.

2. Dendrimer and star form factor

To put our results into the context of previous stud
performed on high-functionality stars, we also compared
data to the theoretical form factor obtained for dendrim
from which the special case of a star polymer (g51) can be
derived. Using the cascade theory, Burchardet al.25 were the
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first to derive an expression for the form factor of star-li
Gaussian dendrimers of special architecture (f 53, m52)
but arbitrary number of segmentsn with lengthl between the
branching units. Hammouda44 derived a generalized analyt
cal expression for the dendrimer form factor with an ar
trary functionality of the core and the branching units.

The dendrimer form factor can be expressed in terms
the dimensionless scattering variablea5q2l 2/6, the scatter-
ing amplitudeA(a,n), and the form factorP(a,n) of the
linear chains between the branching points. In the follow
we also would like to take the case into account where
dendrimer core is a linear chain built byn8 segments of
length l 8, with m8 being the functionality of the end seg
ments. The different cross- and self-correlation terms as
fined by Hammouda44 then read

Psb
s ~q!5

mg21

m21
P~a,n!1

1

f
P~a8,n8!,

Psb
f ~q!52A~a,n!2(

k51

g

mk21 (
i 5k11

g

mi 2k

3exp@2an~ i 2k21!#12A~a,n!A~a8,n8!

3(
j 51

g

mj 21 exp@2an~ j 21!#, ~32!

Pib~q!5A~a,n!2(
k51

g

mk21(
i 51

g

mi 21

3exp@2~an~ i 1k22!1a8x!#,

Psb
a ~q!5A~a,n!2~m21!(

k52

g

mk21(
i 51

k21

(
j 51

g2 i

mj 21

3exp@2an~k2 i 211 j !#,

wherea85q2l 82/6. The dendrimer form factor normalize
to unity is given by

P~q!5@ f ~Psb
s ~q!1Psb

f ~q!1Psb
a !12m82Pib~q,x5n8!

12m8~m821!Pib~q,x50!#/Nt
2 , ~33!

with Nt being the total number of segments in the dendrim
as defined in Eq.~27!. To mimic excluded volume interac
tion, following procedures previously described for st
polymers,19 we redefinean56a/@(2n11)(2n12)# and re-
place (ng) by (ng)2n. In addition, for the scattering ampli
tude and the form factor of the linear units, Eqs.~34! and
~35! must be inserted instead of their Gaussian analogs.
suming that the distance distribution between any two s
ments remains Gaussian, the following generalized exp
sions for an arbitrary Flory–Huggins parametern can be
derived forP(a,n) andA(a,n):

P~a,n!52E
0

1

~12u!exp@2ann2nu2n# du, ~34!

A~a,n!5E
0

1

exp@2ann2nu2n#du. ~35!
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In practice, the fitting routine involves the products (nl) and
(n8l 8) as the only parameters. Again, the pair distance
tribution can be obtained by numerical Fourier transform
tion of the form factor.

III. EXPERIMENT SECTION

A. Samples

The star-burst PAMAM~polyamidoamine! dendrimers
with generations betweeng50 and g58 were purchased
from Dendritech, Inc. in methanol solution. They were sy
thesized via reiterative reaction sequences from an ethyl
diamine core with functionalityf 54. Using protection/
deprotection strategies, a new sequence~generation! can be
added consisting of amine–amide branching units with fu
tionality m52. The final generation terminates with prima
amine endgroups. A more detailed description of the syn
sis is given in Refs. 1 and 45.

B. Small-angle x-ray scattering „SAXS…

The experiments were performed in single-bunch mo
at the High Brilliance Beamline ID2 at the European Sy
chrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF!, Grenoble, France. We
used a CCD detector with a high spatial resolution of 0
mm and an active area of 230 mm. The spot size on
sample was (0.330.3)mm2. At a wavelength ofl50.1 nm
with a bandwidth ofDlFWHM /l5231024, the evaluatedq
range was 0.08 nm21<q<3.5 nm21 using detector setting
at d52 and 10 m. We used quartz capillaries with a diame
of 1.5 mm as sample containers. The two-dimensional d
were converted to absolute scattering cross sections via
dard correction procedures for absorption, detector sens
ity, and background stemming from the deuterated solv
~methanol! and empty cell. In a subsequent step the correc
data were radially averaged. The convolution of the m
sured spectra with the experimental resolution is conside
in the fit routines, even though the effect of the finiteq
resolution is rather small. The angular resolution of ID2
Du5500 and 100mrad atd52 and 10 m, respectively.

C. Neutron spin-echo „NSE… spectroscopy

The high-resolution inelastic scattering experime
were carried out on the neutron spin-echo~NSE! spectrom-
eter at the DIDO reactor, Ju¨lich, Germany as well as on th
NSE spectrometer MESS at the Orphee´ reactor of the Lab-
oratoire Léon Brillouin, Saclay, France.

At the NSE spectrometer in Ju¨lich the momentum trans
fer covered was 0.26 nm21<q<1.80 nm21, using four dif-
ferent detector arm settingsq5(0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4)nm21. The
multidetector allowed the extraction of three to four differe
adjacent q values within an overall detector range
60.27 nm21 per setting. Using a neutron wavelength ofl
50.8 nm with a bandwidth ofDlFWHM /l50.10, theq reso-
lution

DqFWHM5A~0.1 nm21!21~q3DlFWHM /l!2 ~36!

varied between 0.1 and 0.2 nm21 with q. With 14 Fourier
time settings, a time range between 0.1 ns<t<22 ns was
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covered. The reduction of the multidetector data
S(q,t)/S(q) followed the procedures described in Ref. 4
As sample containers we used rectangular, sealed niob
cuvettes with a sample thickness of 4 mm and an illumina
sample area of (30330)mm2. For background correction
the signal from the deuterated solvent methanol was m
sured over the full time range and subtracted from
sample signal with the proper correction factors.

The measurements at the Saclay instrument w
performed with aq resolution of about 20% for the fol
lowing momentum transfers (=detector settings) q
5(0.366, 0.457, 0.548, 0.640, 0.731, 0.822, 0.914, 1.0
1.096)nm21. The neutron wavelength was set tol
50.6 nm with a wavelength spread ofDlFWHM /l50.18.
With 14 Fourier time settings, a time range of 0.25 ns<t
<17.54 ns was covered. We used rectangular, sealed qu
cuvettes with a sample thickness of 6 mm as sample cont
ers. A sample area of (27327)mm2 was illuminated. The
background correction was performed following the proc
dures described in detail in Ref. 47.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SAXS—Structural properties

In Fig. 2 the SAXS data obtained for the dendrimers a
shown in a double logarithmic representation for all gene
tions g50 to g58. The solid lines give the results obtaine
from a fit of the data with the fuzzy edge model as discus

FIG. 2. SAXS spectra for PAMAM dendrimers of generationsg50 to g
58 in methanol are plotted in a double logarithmic representation. For e
generation theq axis is scaled withRg determined by IFT~or Guinier fit! of
the SAXS data. Data are separated by a multiplicative constant 1082g for
better visibility. The solid lines represent fits of the spectra using the fu
sphere model.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Summary of the results obtained from the SAXS data by inverse Fourier transformation and
various model fits.

g

IFT
Rg

@1021 nm#

Polydisperse sphere Rotational ellipsoid Fuzzy edge

Rs

@1021 nm#
ss /Rs

@%#
Rg

@1021 nm# e
Rf

@1021 nm#
s f /Rf

@%#

0 4.060.3 5.1660.010 ~22! 4.36960.006 ~0.516! 4.62160.009 ~55!
1 7.960.1 10.2460.01 ~21! 8.0360.01 ~0.526! 8.17060.006 ~54!
2 11.860.2 15.2260.01 20.060.2 11.8060.04 0.53660.004 11.6860.03 5363
3 15.0960.05 19.4760.02 19.060.2 15.0560.04 0.54760.004 15.5360.02 5262
4 18.6060.07 24.3560.04 18.260.1 18.6260.04 0.55460.003 19.6460.04 5062
5 23.0760.03 29.9560.08 17.360.2 22.7660.09 0.58060.005 24.3760.04 4861
6 27.5060.03 35.5460.05 12.7160.09 27.2260.05 0.66860.003 32.0460.04 28.460.4
7 32.1160.05 41.6760.05 11.5060.08 31.9260.06 0.69860.003 38.8960.09 25.960.6
8 38.5860.10 49.7960.07 9.8060.09 38.2060.05 0.73960.002 47.5060.08 21.960.6
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below. For better visibility the data are separated by a fac
10(82g). The absolute SAXS intensities are plotted vers
the generalized variableq Rg to allow a direct visualization
of changes in the general shape between particles inde
dent of their dimensions. Forg>2 the radii of gyrationRg

are obtained from inverse Fourier transformation of
SAXS data following the procedures described below and
Sec. II B 1 and forg<2 by a Guinier fit of the low-q region.
The results forRg obtained from these procedures are list
in Table I. The intensities measured at low polymer conc
trations (F51 wt %) represent the single-particle form fa
tor, since further dilution did not result in a change of t
spectra, indicating that interparticle interaction can be
glected. To ensure the best possible background correc
the data in the high-q range were obtained from sample
with higher polymer concentrations so that the signal w
always 4 times larger than the background.

For dendrimers of generationg56 to g58, secondary
and ternary (g58) maxima are clearly visible, supportin
the picture of a spherical shape for high-generation den
mers. The minima atqmin Rg53.70, 6.12, 8.55 which are
most sensitive to measure the size of a spherical particle
again in very good agreement with the values expected
homogeneous spheres:qmin Rg5A3/5(2n11)p/253.65,
6.08, 8.52, withn being a positive integer. In the high-q
range (qRg>3.5), the scattering from the~loose! internal
polymeric structure called ‘‘blob scattering’’ becomes v
ible, and is especially evident for the low dendrimer gene
tions g<5. The scattering intensity follows aq25/3 power-
law dependence as would have been expected for lin
polymers under good solvent conditions. For higher gene
tions, the blob scattering leads to a smearing out of
minima of the sphere form factor. These observations
come even more pronounced when the absolute intens
versusq Rg are plotted in a generalized Kratky represen
tion, as shown in Fig. 3. For the high-generation dendrim
(g>6), the first maximum in the Kratky plot appears
1.48>q Rg<1.51, which compares very well with the valu
of q Rg51.49 expected for homogeneous spheres. With
creasing generation the peak shifts towards somewhat hi
values up to aboutq Rg'1.66 forg53.

The lowest generation for which we are able to reso
not only the overall shape of the dendrimer but also a s
c 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nificant part of the blob contribution in theq range of our
experiment is theg53 dendrimer. In Fig. 4 a comparison of
the experimental SAXS spectrum obtained forg53 with the
theoretical prediction for the form factor of a hard sol
sphere@Eq. ~29! with r 85Rs# and the form factor of an
analogous dendrimer under good solvent conditions@Eqs.
~32!–~35!# are shown. In addition, we calculated the for
factor of a star with 4 and 32 branches corresponding to
number of dendrons and terminal units of theg53 den-
drimer, respectively. The star form factor is a special c
(g51) of the dendrimer form factor. The sphere radius a
segment length are chosen in such a way that the radiu

FIG. 3. SAXS spectra for PAMAM dendrimers of generationg50 to g
58 in methanol in semilogarithmic Kratky representation generalized
good solvent conditions. For each generation theq axis is scaled byRg

determined by IFT~or Guinier fit! of the SAXS data. Data are separated
a multiplicative constant 2g21 for visibility. The solid lines represent fits o
the spectra using the fuzzy sphere model.
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gyration is equal to the value obtained from the IFT of t
experimental data. The number of segments was fixed to
equal to that of the dendrimer. It is obvious that in the int
mediateq region the decay of the measured dendrimer fo
factor with q is much steeper than predicted from the the
ries for the different polymer architectures~star and den-
drimer!, but weaker than predicted for a hard solid sphe
Even though the evaluableq region~before the blob scatter
ing comes into play! is too small for a correct determinatio
of the fractal dimensionP of the g53 dendrimer, we deter
mined P from the decay of the form factor (}q2P) in the
intermediateq region to be close toP54, and definitely
much larger thanP53 predicted for high-functionality stars
Therefore, we conclude that even the low-generation d
drimers are surface fractals rather than mass fractals.

Note that for an ideal homogeneous sphere,P(q) would
decay faster thanq24 in this intermediateq range, as can be
seen in Fig. 4. In principle, we can imagine three differe
scenarios which would lead to a reduced slope in the in
mediateq region and to a smearing of the minima of th
sphere form factor in addition to the smearing caused by
blob scattering contribution:~1! the dendrimers are polydis
perse, homogeneous spheres;~2! their shape is ellipsoida
rather than spherical or, last but not least~3! their density
profile is not perfectly sharp but shows a fuzzy, outer surf
region. For more details on the different models see S
II C 1.

In principle, all three models lead to a description of t
data of similar quality with consistent results summarized

FIG. 4. Generalized Kratky representation of the SAXS spectrum fog
53 ~markers! compared with the theoretical predictions for star polym
( f 54 and 32! and a dendrimer (g53, f 54, m52) under good solvent
conditions. In addition, the theoretical results for a homogeneous sphere
for a fuzzy sphere with internal density fluctuations are shown.
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Table I. The only difference is that the model of the rot
tional ellipsoid as well as the model of the spheres w
Gaussian form polydispersity lead to a rather small effect

blob radius ofj̄5(0.660.1)nm, which would contain only
about four segments, whereas the fuzzy edge model giv

value of j̄5(1.560.1)nm with about 22 segments@deter-
mined from Eq.~27!; see the discussion below#. From pre-
vious publications on high-functionality stars, we consid
the latter result to be more reasonable.40 In addition, with
only four segments contributing to the blob scattering
normal picture of chain statistics, based on a random co
structure, might not be applicable. Therefore, we would l
to focus the following discussion on the fuzzy edge mod

For theg58 dendrimer in Fig. 1 the different contribu
tions to the overall scattering stemming from the blob sc
tering P(q)blob and from the globular shapeP(q)shape

f s ~with
fuzzy edge of relative widths f /Rf521.7%! are plotted
separately. All curves incorporate instrumental resolution
fects, which even though very small are considered in the
routines. For the highest generations we are most sensitiv
distinguish between effects rising from the blob scatter
and the detailed character of the surface, respectively.
separate fit for each generation (g56, 7, 8), leaving all pa-
rameters including the Flory–Huggins parametern adjust-

able, it turned out that neithern nor j̄ changes significantly
and/or systematically around the average valuesnav51.6

60.1 andj̄av5(1.560.1)nm. Therefore, we keptj̄ fixed to
its average value and the Flory–Huggins parameter was
to its good solvent value ofn53/5. Hence, the only fit pa-
rameters left are the radiusRf , the width of the density
decay in the surface region 2s f , and the relative amplitude
of the blob scatteringab . In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the curves
fitted to the SAXS spectra are represented by the solid lin
Very good agreement between experimental data and fi
obtained for all dendrimer generations.

In the top part of Fig. 5ab is shown as a function of the
dendrimer generation. The solid line represents a fit with
~27! with the number of segmentsNb in one blob as the only
parameter. Since the blob size is not a function ofg, we
assume alsoNb to be independent of the generation. Wi
Nb521.760.1 segments per blob, a very good description
the data is achieved. For dendrimers with generationsg<2
we either barely reach or do not access the high-q region
where we would be sensitive to the density fluctuations. T
can be easily seen from the Kratky representation of the m
sured SAXS spectra in Fig. 3. Forg52 the fit still gives a
reasonable result, but forg<1 we keptab fixed to the theo-
retical value which is given in Fig. 5 in brackets.

In the bottom part of Fig. 5 the ratios f /Rf of the ~half!
width of the surface region relative to the radiusRf of the
corresponding solid sphere is plotted versus the genera
The exact values are summarized in Table I. Decreasing
generation fromg58 to g56 or g55 to g53 results in
only a slight extension of the surface region. The relat
width s f /Rf increases linearly from about 21.9% to 28.4
and 48% to 51%, respectively. Between the sixth and
fifth generation we observe a rather drastic stepwise incre
of about 20%. Forg<1 the fit is no longer sensitive to th

nd
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width of the surface region. Therefore, we kepts f /Rf fixed
to the extrapolated values given in Fig. 5 and Table I
brackets.

In Fig. 6, Rf is plotted versus the dendrimer generatio
From the basic relation that the volume (}R3) is propor-
tional to the molecular weight}(2g1323) for dendrimers
with constant density in the core region, we can derive thaR
has to follow the curve given by the solid line. The expe
mental values forRf follow the calculated dependence ve
well down to the second generation. Only the experimen
values obtained forg51 and g50 are smaller than pre
dicted by this simple relation, which would correspond to
higher density if the same overall shape is maintained. In
same figure the radii of gyration obtained by IFT and Guin
fit are also included. The observation that for high gene
tionsRg is smaller than predicted byR}(2g1323)1/3 but Rf

still satisfies the condition can be explained from the defi
tion of the radius of gyration:Rg5( i 51

N ^r i
2&/N, whereN is

the total number of segments in the molecule andr i are their
position vectors measured from the center of gravity. For
dendrimers with generationg>6, the extension of the sur

FIG. 5. Results obtained from a fit of the SAXS spectra using the fu
sphere model plotted as a function of the generationg. Top: Amplitude of
the blob scattering relative to the shape contribution. The parenthetical v
for g51 was kept fixed in the fit. The solid line shows the depende
expected for a constant number ofNblob521.7 segments per blob. Bottom
Half-width s f of the fuzzy shell region relative to the radiusRf of the
analogous homogeneous sphere. The inset shows the model paramete
the excess electron density profile obtained for theg57 dendrimer.
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face region becomes abruptly smaller and is constantly
creasing up to the eighth generation. A larger number
segments are closer to the center and as a consequenc
increase inRg is smaller than for the lower generations. Th
results for the fit parameters of the sphere with Gauss
form polydispersity and for the rotational ellipsoid are co
sistent with the findings obtained for the fuzzy edge mo
~see Table I!. The relative form polydispersityss /Rs in-
creases significantly and the aspect ratio~that plays the same
role as the polydispersity of the spheres or the fuzzines
the shell region! also shows a stepwise increase to a m
asymmetric form between the sixth and fifth generation. T
radii of gyration of the ellipsoids are in good agreement w
the IFT results. It is interesting that the ratioRg /Rs , where
Rs are the sphere radii obtained for the polydisperse sphe
does not change significantly with generation around the
erage value ofRg /Rs50.77260.004. The latter is close to
the theoretical valueA5/3'0.775 for an ideal, homogeneou
sphere.

In the following, we would like to discuss the resul
obtained from the SAXS spectra by inverse Fourier trans
mation ~IFT! and by the square-root deconvolution meth
~SQDEC! described in more detail in Sec. II B. The ma
goal of applying the IFT and SQDEC method is to compa
the results from this model-independent approach to our
sults obtained from the model fits described above. Aga
we first consider theg53 dendrimer. In Fig. 7 the pair dis
tance distribution functionp(r ) which gives the probability
to find two segments in a distancer from each other in the
interior of a single dendrimer is plotted as a function of t
intersegmental distance normalized to the radius of gyra
Rg . The data are compared to the theoretical curves fo
homogeneous sphere, for a sphere with a fuzzy edge, an
a dendrimer under good solvent conditions. The predicti
for a star with functionalityf 54 and f 532 in good solvent

y

ue
y

and

FIG. 6. Radius of gyrationRg determined by IFT and Guinier fit and th
radiusRf obtained by fitting the fuzzy sphere model to the SAXS data a
function of the generation. The solid line shows the result expected
homogeneous spheres with generation-independent density.
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are also included. All curves are normalized to the sameRg

and the same molecular weight. It is obvious thatp(r ) for
the g53 dendrimer with the exception of a small tail
longer distances is rather symmetric likep(r ) of the homo-
geneous sphere. The small tail and the shift of the peak
sition to smaller distances are due to the fuzziness of
surface region. The shape ofp(r ) theoretically calculated for
the dendrimer under good solvent conditions as well as
those calculated for the star polymers are much more as
metric with a much more extended tail to longer distances
addition, the peak position is shifted to smaller distances
about r<Rg instead ofr'1.183Rg as found for theg53
dendrimer.

In Fig. 8 p(r ) obtained by IFT is plotted for dendrimer
with generations betweeng52 and g58. The condition
wherer is equal to the fitted sphere radiusRs and the sphere
diameter (23Rs) are marked by solid lines. Note that for a
ideal homogeneous sphere we would expectp(r ) to have its
maximum at r'1.053Rs'1.363Rg . Due to the surface
fuzziness, the peak positions~marked by the crosses! are
shifted to smaller distances for all dendrimer generatio
The shift becomes increasingly larger forg<6 and varies
from 1.303Rg for the g58 dendrimer to 1.133Rg for the
g52 dendrimer. The solid lines represent the theoret
curves calculated from the form factor of the fuzzy sphere
inverse Fourier transformation@see Eq. ~13!#. The para-
meterss f /Rf , Rf , j̄, andab are taken as previously dete

FIG. 7. Comparison of the pair distance distribution functionp(r ) of the
g53 dendrimer determined by IFT of the SAXS data to various theoret
predictions:~a! stars~f 54 and 32!; ~b! dendrimer (g53, f 54, m52) in
good solvent;~c! homogeneous sphere with sharp edge; and~d! sphere with
fuzzy shell region. All curves are normalized to the same radius of gyra
Rg and molecular weight.
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mined so that there are no free parameters left. Very g
agreement is achieved for all dendrimer generations.

The excellent agreement between our fit results and
results obtained by the model-independent IFT approac
further outlined in Fig. 9, where the density profiles are pl
ted as a function of the radial distancer from the center
normalized to the radii of gyrationRg for each generation
We normalized the experimentally determined absolute
cess electron densityDrexp to its theoretical valueDr theo

53.63•1010 cm22, which has been calculated from the ele
tron densities and the bulk densities48 of the pure compo-
nents.Drexp/Drtheogives the polymer volume fractionFP in
each subshell. The solid lines show the curves determine
inverse Fourier transformation of the amplitude@see Eq.
~31!# of the theoretical scattering intensity calculated in t
framework of the fuzzy edge model. Again, we kept all p
rameters fixed to the previously determined fit results. T
agreement between both approaches is excellent within
error bars of the SQDEC method.

The most significant conclusions we would like to dra
from this section which are of vital importance for the inte
pretation of the NSE data are the following: Down to t
third generation the dendrimers have a rather globular, c
pact shape. Although the shell region with a smoothly dec
ing density profile becomes increasingly larger for the low
generation dendrimers, the steep decay ofP(q) in the

l

n

FIG. 8. Pair distance distribution functionp(r ) determined by IFT from the
SAXS data for dendrimer generationsg52 to 8 as a function of the nor-
malized intersegmental distancer /Rg . They axis is normalized to the peak
value of theg58 dendrimer. The peak positions are marked by the cros
The solid lines represent the predictions of the fuzzy sphere model ca
lated with the parameters previously determined by the fit of the SA
spectra.
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FIG. 9. Segment density profiles determined by SQDEC and IFT from
SAXS data for dendrimer generationsg53 to g58 as a function of the
normalized radial distance to the centerr /Rg . FP(r ) as a measure for the
polymer volume fraction was calculated from the ratio of the experiment
determined excess electron density to its theoretical value. The solid
represent the predictions of the fuzzy sphere model calculated with
parameters previously determined by a fit of the SAXS spectra.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
intermediate-q region indicates that down tog53 the den-
drimers are surface fractal rather than mass fractals. Betw
the sixth and fifth generation, we observe a major chang
the characteristics of the density profile—the extension
the shell region compared to the overall dimension of
dendrimer increases abruptly.

B. NSE—Dynamic properties

Depending on the chosen scattering vector range, n
tron spin-echo~NSE! spectroscopy can resolve the polym
dynamics on different length scales. Theq range investigated
in our experiment covers length scales much smaller than
radius of gyration, as well as length scales larger than
overall dimensions of the dendrimers. Measurements w
performed on dendrimers with generations betweeng55 to
g58 in deuterated methanol at a polymer concentration
F55 wt % and a temperature ofT5293 K. In Fig. 10 the
spectrum obtained for theg58 dendrimer is shown in a
semilogarithmic plot showing five representativeq values. It
is obvious that the intermediate structure factor exhibit
single exponential decay in the wholeq- and time range. The
solid lines correspond to fits to single exponential functio
for eachq value separately from which the first cumula
V(q) or the relaxation timet(q)5V21(q) can be deter-
mined. Limiting the fit to shorter time ranges does not s
nificantly change the results for the relaxation times. F
intensity reasons the NSE measurements were performed
polymer concentration where for the smallestq values q
<0.4 nm21 the structure factor influence due to interpartic
interaction cannot be neglected. In the following, the intr
sic relaxation rates are corrected for this effect via the re
tion:

e

y
es
e

FIG. 10. NSE spectra measured for theg58 PAMAM dendrimer in deu-
terated methanol solution at a concentration of 5 wt %. The solid li
correspond to a fit with a single exponential decay for eachq value sepa-
rately. To answer the question how sensitive are the NSE measureme
internal relaxation, the dashed lines represent the results using Eq.~39!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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t int~q!5tobs~q!
P~q!

Sobs~q!
, ~37!

whereP(q) is the dendrimer form factor obtained from th
low-concentration~1 wt %! SAXS data.Sobs(q) denotes the
observed static spectra measured for samples with a
drimer concentration of 5 wt % for which the observed
laxation ratestobs(q) have been determined in the NSE e
periment. The ratioSobs(q)/P(q) gives the structure facto
which describes the interdendrimer interaction. Figure
shows a double-logarithmic representation of the fit res
for the~intrinsic! relaxation rates versus the generalized va
ableqRg for all dendrimer generations. The radii of gyratio
are obtained from IFT of the corresponding SAXS spec
For all dendrimer generations the relaxation rates follow
q22 power-law decay. The solid lines correspond to a fit
such a power-law decay. As outlined in Sec. II A aq22 de-
pendence of the relaxation rates indicates a simple di
sional process. For center-of-mass diffusion of ideal, hom
geneous spheres, the Stokes–Einstein relation w
correction for finite concentration can be derived, leading
the following equation for the diffusion coefficientD:

D5~q2 t!215
kBT

6phs Rs
~12kF!, ~38!

where hs is the viscosity of the solvent,F is the volume
fraction of the dendrimer, andRs is the sphere radius whic
might be replaced for an arbitrary particle by the hydrod
namic radiusRh . For ideal hard-sphere interactionk can be
calculated to be equal to 2.1.49 In Fig. 12 the inverse ofq2t int

normalized to the sphere radiiRs is plotted as a function o
q. The sphere radiiRs are taken from the model fit of th
SAXS data with the form factor of polydisperse spheres~see
above!. As expected for simple center-of-mass diffusion,
this representation the data for all dendrimer generations
perimpose to a horizontal line within the error bars of t

FIG. 11. Relaxation rates obtained from a single exponential fit of the N
signal for PAMAM dendrimers with generationg55 to g58 as a function
of the generalized variableqRg in a double-logarithmic representation. Th
solid lines show theq22 dependence predicted for simple Stokes–Einst
diffusion of hard spheres at finite concentration.
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method. Insertion ofhs50.65 mPas for deuterated meth
nol, T5293 K, andF53.69 vol % into Eq.~38! leads to
Rs /(q2t int)50.30 nm3/ns, which compares very well to th
value of (0.2860.02)nm3/ns obtained by fitting all experi-
mental relaxation rates simultaneously. Since NSE rat
measures the ‘‘true’’ hydrodynamic radii, but the theoretic
value calculated from the sphere radiiRs gives the diffusion
coefficients of the corresponding hard solid spheres, we
tain: Rh5(0.9460.07)3Rs . The values of the measure
diffusion coefficients are summarized in Table II.

Therefore, we would like to conclude at this point: Eve
though we are also covering length scales smaller than
dendrimer dimension, we do not see any contribution of
ternal relaxation processes to the decay of the dynamic st
ture factor. Within the error bars of the method the hydrod
namic radiiRh obtained from the short-time center-of-ma
diffusion coefficient equal the hard-sphere radiiRs obtained
from the static SAXS investigations. Dendrimers with ge
erations fromg55 to g58 show simple Stokes–Einstei
diffusion of hard spheres.

We now consider whichq range would yield sufficient
signal from the internal structure to be sensitive to inter
relaxation processes. In Fig. 13, the relative contribution
the blob scatteringP(q)blob to the contribution of the overal
scatteringP(q) is shown as a function of the scattering ve
tor. It is obvious that for scattering vectors up toq
'0.9 nm21 the major contribution to the scattering stem

EFIG. 12. Diffusion coefficients scaled with the sphere radii (D3Rs) as a
function of the scattering vectorq for dendrimers with generationg55 to
g58. TheRs were obtained from a fit of the SAXS spectra using the po
disperse sphere model. The solid line represents the condition for sim
Stokes–Einstein diffusion of hard spheres at finite concentration.
dashed line marks the constant obtained by fitting all experimental re
ation rates simultaneously.

TABLE II. Diffusion coefficients obtained from NSE spectroscopy f
PAMAM dendrimers in deuterated methanol.

g 5 6 7 8

D @1027 cm2/s# 9.460.4 7.960.3 6.860.2 5.760.2
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from the overall dendrimer shape, and therefore only cen
of-mass diffusion, can be observed. For scattering vec
larger thenq'0.9 nm21 the internal relaxation should give
significant contribution to the relaxation of the dynam
structure factor at least for theg57 andg58 dendrimers.
To test how sensitive the NSE measurements are to inte
relaxation, we made the following ansatz:

S~q,t !

S~q,0!
5F12

P~q!blob

P~q!2P~q!blob
Gexp~2t/tcm!

1
P~q!blob

P~q!2P~q!blob
exp~2t/tcm!exp~2t/t int!,

~39!

wheretcm andt int are the relaxation times of the center-o
mass diffusion and the internal relaxation dynamics, resp
tively. In Fig. 10 the dotted lines mark the results fort int

543tcm under the assumption that the contribution of t
blob scattering to the overall scattering is only 50%. It
obvious that internal relaxations which are 4 times slow
than the center-of-mass diffusion still give a significant co
tribution to the decay of the dynamic structure factor. We c
therefore conclude that the internal relaxation must be
least 4 times slower than the diffusion of the overall de
drimer.

If we compare these results to those obtained on h
functionality star polymers by Richteret al.,18–20 our obser-
vations suggest that the internal dendrimer dynamics is m
slower ~at least one order of magnitude! than the internal
relaxation of the star polymers. The star polymers under
vestigation had diffusion coefficients of the same order~or
even faster! as the dendrimers studied here. As shown in S
II A the relaxation rates for the center-of-mass diffusion
crease with aq2 dependence, but the internal Zimm dyn
mics becomes faster withq3. Therefore, the internal dynam
ics should dominate the decay of the dynamic structure

FIG. 13. Relative contribution of the blob scatteringPblob(q) to the overall
scattering as a function of the scattering vectorq for dendrimers with gen-
erationg55 to g58. P(q)blob andP(q) were calculated using the fit result
of the fuzzy sphere model.
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tor at high scattering vectors and the relaxation rates sho
show apure q3 dependence as observed for the star po
mers. The slow internal dynamics of the dendrimers might
due to the extremely high polymer densities of about
vol % to 90 vol % in the rather extended core region. For s
polymers computer simulations have shown that the ex
sion of the shell region compared to the overall star dim
sion is much larger and contains relatively low polymer co
centrations (<20%).7,50

As in the case of the star polymers, a calculation of
first cumulant from the measured form factor using Eqs.~5!,
~7!, and ~8! would predict a minimum of the first cumulan
~V/q3 plotted versusq! close to the location of the form
factor peak in the generalized Kratky representation.
power-law dependenceq2P of the form factor withP.5/3
in the intermediateq region would alway lead to such
minimum. We have to keep in mind that the phenomenon
de Gennes narrowing originally denotes a collective p
nomenon due to collective movements of many particles
the intermediateq region of the dendrimer form factor w
are not sensitive to the correlation between different blobs
contrast to star polymers, the dendrimers investigated h
are surface fractals rather than mass fractals. Therefore,
not surprising that there is no direct relation between
form factor and the dynamics of the dendrimers by the f
malism of dynamic random phase approximation.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the structure and the~internal! den-
drimer dynamics by means of small-angle x-ray scatter
and neutron spin-echo spectroscopy under good solvent
ditions.

For the first time we formulated a model that describ
the single-particle scattering stemming from the overall co
pact shape as well as the contribution from the internal d
sity fluctuations for all generations consistently. The hyb
character of dendrimers between colloidal entities on o
hand and their polymeric structure on the other hand is
centuated. In addition, we obtained the pair distance dis
bution functions and the segment density profiles from
model-independent approach via inverse Fourier transfor
tion ~IFT! and square-root deconvolution~SQDEC! methods.

Both the model fit as well as the model-independe
evaluation of our data reveal that the density profile of
dendrimers (g>3) decays monotonically from the center
the outside. The most consistent description of the data
been achieved with the fuzzy edge model. The results for
pair distance distribution function and the density profile a
in excellent agreement with those determined via IFT a
SQDEC. Down tog53, the shape ofp(r ) is rather symmet-
ric like those of homogeneous spheres; the shift of the p
position to smaller values ofr /Rg is fully taken into account
by the increasing fuzziness of the surface region. Ev
though the smearing of the density profile in the shell reg
increases with decreasing generation number, the steep d
of the form factor in the intermediateq region indicates that
even for the lower-generation dendrimers down tog53, the
dendrimers are surface fractals rather than mass fractals
if a comparison is drawn between star polymers and lo
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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generation dendrimers it must be concluded that they
more similar to high-functionality stars. The number of te
minal units in theg53 dendrimer is equal to 32. Stars o
comparable number of arms have been referred to as ‘‘p
meric colloids’’.50–52 We have shown that the vanishing
the higher-order maxima in the sphere form factor is no
sensitive measure for potential structural changes.
changes in the high-q region are, to a large extent, due to t
fact that the relative contribution of the blob scattering to
overall scattering}Nt

21 drastically increases with decreasin
generation. Between the fifth and sixth generation we
serve a major change in the characteristics of the den
profile. The extension of the shell region compared to
overall dimension of the dendrimer decreases abrup
whereas the polymer concentration in the core increa
This is most probably due to the increased tendency of
terminal units to fold back into the dendrimer interior wi
increasing generation number, as predicted by a numbe
computer simulations.2,3,7 From their molecular dynamic
study Murat and Grest2 predicted the occurrence of such
transition between the fifth and sixth generation, which is
agreement with our results.

The static results are consistent with our observations
the dynamic properties of the PAMAM dendrimer
Throughout the wholeq range of the experiment the dy
namic structure factor shows a single exponential decay
all dendrimer generationsg>5, even though the length
scales probed at higherq values are much smaller than th
overall dendrimer dimension. As opposed to the hig
functionality star polymers investigated by Richt
et al.,18–20 the internal dynamics of the dendrimers is mu
slower than the center-of-mass diffusion, although the d
drimer dimension and their diffusions coefficients are of
same order as those of the star polymers. Very high segm
densities in combination with sterical crowding might lead
very long relaxation rates for the internal dynamics. For
dendrimers investigated here, the diffusion coefficients de
mined with NSE are close to the values calculated from
concentration-corrected Stokes–Einstein relation using
sphere radiiRs determined from the SAXS spectra. Dynam
cally the dendrimer behavior is close to that of ‘‘hard’’, sol
spheres.
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